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Abstract—Superconducting NbN wires have recently received
attention as detectors for visible and infrared photons [1]. We
present experiments in which we use a NbN wire for high-
efficiency (≃ 40%) detection of single electrons with keV energy.
We use the beam of a scanning electron microscope as a
focussed, stable, and calibrated electron source. Scanning the
beam over the surface of the wire provides a map of the detection
efficiency. This map shows features as small as 150 nm, revealing
wire inhomogeneities. The intrinsic resolution of this mapping
method, superior to optical methods, provides the basis of a
characterization tool relevant for photon detectors.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Superconducting single-photon detectors (SSPD) [2], [1]
for the visible and infrared ranges have recently received a
lot of attention due to their high efficiency, low reset time,
and photon number discrimination capability [3], [4]. These
detectors use a superconducting nanowire, possibly shaped
into a meander for larger collection area, biased with a current
I slightly lower than the critical currentIc. An incident photon
absorbed by the wire creates a hot region which triggers a
transition that can be detected as a voltage pulse.

We describe experiments in which we apply this principle
to the detection of single electrons with keV energies. We note
that hot-spot creation by single charged particles (MeV-energy
α particles) was observed indirectly as a reduction of the criti-
cal current of a superconducting slab in [5]. In our experiments
we focus a calibrated electron beam on a superconducting
nanowire and we count wire transition events. We detect single
electrons with an efficiency as high as 40%. Here we present
experiments in which we take advantage of the tightly focussed
electron beam to test the local single-particle response ofthe
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detector. We note that our work differs from previous low-
temperature scanning-electron microscopy (LTSEM) studies of
superconducting films [6], [7] that focussed on response in the
stationary regime. Using single-electron detection we observe
wire inhomogeneities with a spatial resolution considerably
improved with respect to both previous LTSEM work and also
with optical scanning methods [8].

II. EXPERIMENTS

A. Device fabrication

Our detector devices are realized starting with a 10 nm thick
NbN film sputtered epitaxially on a MgO (100) substrate [9].
The critical temperature of the film isTc = 14K. A PMMA
resist layer is applied and patterned using electron-beam
lithography. Reactive ion etching with SF6 is used to define the
wire geometry. Finally a Au layer with a thickness of 5 nm is
evaporated. We present measurements on two samples,A and
B, with a width of the wire of0.5µm and1µm respectively,
and a length of100µm.

B. Experimental setup

The characterization of electron detection efficiency requires
the use of a calibrated and stable electron source. In addition,
a focussed source provides the possibility to test this detection
efficiency locally. The ideal electron source for our experiment
is therefore a scanning electron microscope (SEM). We use a
JEOL JSM-840 SEM. The detector sample is cooled using an
Oxford Instruments CF-313 4He circulation cryostat, whose
cold stage is designed to be mounted on the translation stage
of the SEM (see Fig. 1). The detector wire is connected using
wire bonding to contact pads on a printed circuit board, which
further lead to coaxial connectors. The use of a radiation shield
and good thermal contact between the substrate and the copper
box are essential for reducing the sample temperature.

A first characterization of the sample is done by measuring
the DC V − I characteristics, using a current source and a
voltmeter (this part of the setup is not shown in Fig. 1).
The result is shown in Fig. 2(a) for sampleA. The switching
current is Isw = 86µA and the normal state resistance is
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup for the characterization of electron detection.

Rn = 40.4 kΩ. The voltage jumps observed for currents larger
thanIsw reveal the presence of phase-slip centers [10].

For electron detection, we use the setup shown in Fig. 1.
We bias the sample with electrical pulses of durationTpulse,
voltage amplitudeVpulse, and repetition periodTrep, generated
by a pulse generator (PG). This biasing scheme allows us to
decouple the sample using a DC block, and therefore reduces
the low-frequency noise present in the system. The pulses are
injected to the sample through a directional coupler, which
allows us to recover the signal reflected from the sample at
a third port. If the wire remains in the superconducting state
through the duration of the pulse, its impedance is very low
and the reflected signal has the same amplitude but opposite
sign as compared to the incident pulse (continuous curve in
Fig. 1). A current-induced transition changes the impedance
of the wire to a value significantly higher than50Ω, which
results in a change of sign in the reflected signal (dashed curve
in Fig. 1). The transition can be detected using a threshold
detector (LeCroy 821), which provides an output digital signal
for each switching event. Analog averaging of this output
signal is done using a low-pass filter (LPF) with a time
constant of≈ 103 Trep. This yields an accurate measurement
of the switching probabilityPsw. In Fig 2(b) we plotPsw as
a function ofVpulse, without electrons, forTpulse = 100 ns
and a repetition timeTrep = 3 µs chosen long enough to
ensure full thermal recovery of the superconducting film. We
find thatPsw = 50% for a pulse amplitudeV 50%

pulse= 0.88V,
corresponding to a current amplitude at the sample of122µA,
as estimated by taking into account the attenuation in the
coaxial cables leading to the sample. The discrepancy between
this value and the DC switching current is probably due to the
additional noise present while acquiring the DC characteristic
and to thermal fluctuation effects [11].

C. Characterization of the electron detection efficiency

For the characterization of electron detection, we setVpulse
to a value such thatPsw is very low, typically less than
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Fig. 2. Characterization measurements for sampleA at T = 9K. (a) The
V-I characteristic of sampleA. The switching currentIsw is indicated. (b)
Switching probabilityPsw as a function of the voltage amplitude ofVpulse.
The gray area indicates the range ofVpulseusable for electron detection.

1%. This ensures that the dark count rate of the detector is
negligible. The electron beam is then switched on and scanned
over an area of20µm x120µm that contains the wire. During
this scan theX andY position of the electron beam, as well
as the SEM secondary electron detector signalISE and the
switching probabilityPsw, are recorded. The electrons are
accelerated at a voltageVacc and the beam current is set to a
value in the pA range. A reliable measurement of the beam
current is realized using a diaphragm mounted in the copper
box close to the sample (Ie). The switching probability of
the wire is given byPsw = 1 − exp (−ΓswTpulse), with the
switching rateΓsw = ǫφe-beam, whereφe-beamis the electron
flux and ǫ is the quantum detection efficiency. The electron
flux is calculated asφe-beam= Ie/e. The measurement of
Psw andIe is thus used to calculate the quantum efficiencyǫ.

In Fig. 3(a) we show a gray-scale plot of the quantum
efficiency ǫ for sample A, recorded during a single scan
with an electron beam of energyVacc = 5 kV and current
Ie = 2 pA (corresponding to1.25 electrons reaching the wire
during Tpulse). We find a significant value of the detection
efficiency ǫ only over the wire surface, as indicated by the
coincidence with the regular SEM image (signalISE, not
shown). For the chosen value of the amplitude of the pulses
Vpulse = 97% × V 50%

pulse, and for 2 pA ≤ Ie ≤ 8.5 pA, the
number of detection events is found to depend linearly upon
the electron fluxIe. This is a clear indication of single-particle
detection, as also supported by the estimation of the thermal
recovery time of the NbN film. This time is found to be much
shorter than the time interval between two electrons (ranging
between 80 and 19 ns for the current range above). Indeed,
from the phonon escape time [2] and the heat conduction of
the MgO crystal itself [12] one concludes that the NbN film
has resumed to the quiescent temperature in less than 2 ns
after the arrival of one single electron.

In order to quantify the detection efficiency along the wire,
we extract the maximum efficiency for each scanning line
(such a line corresponds to a fixedX value in Fig. 3(a)). The
result, shown in Fig. 3(c), indicates a weak variation, except
for a few pronounced peaks and dips; the average efficiency
is 40 %. In Fig. 3(b) and (d) we show similar measurements
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Fig. 3. Electron detection efficiency maps (a,b) and maximumdetection
efficiency along the wire (c,d) for samplesA (Vacc= 5 kV and Ie = 2 pA)
and B (Vacc= 5 kV and Ie = 1.2pA) respectively. The dashed contour in
(b) is an eye-guide to the borders of the100 µm × 1µm wire.

of the detection map and maximum efficiency along wire
respectively for sampleB. In contrast to the case of sampleA,
only a few regions have a significant quantum efficiency. We
attribute the observed efficiency variations to inhomogeneities
of the wires. For sampleB, we find that the DC switching
current is102µA, only slightly higher than for sampleA, for
a nominal width twice as large. This indicates the presence
of a weak spot, which limits the current that can be applied
before switching. This is likely the cause of the low detection
efficiency for sampleB.

A high-resolution map of the detection efficiency for a
2µm × 2µm area is shown in Fig. 4(a) for sample A. This
measurement is done atVacc = 20 kV, where the spatial
resolution is found to be higher than at 5 kV, despite the
detection efficiency being reduced. The cross-section perpen-
dicular to the wire of Fig. 4(b) shows a sensitive region
with an extent of 350 nm (FWHM). This is smaller than
the lithographically defined width of the wire of 500 nm,
revealing an inhomogeneous detection area. The cross-section
along the wire (Fig. 4(c)) displays efficiency variations over
length scales as short as 150 nm. We note that the measured
map is a convolution of the local wire properties with the finite
spatial resolution of our method. These results give an upper
limit to the latter of 150 nm.

III. C ONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

Our results show that an SEM can be used as a local
probe for wire inhomogeneities that determine single-particle
detection efficiency. We note that the achieved resolution is
superior to the resolution achieved in recent experiments,when
the single photon response was studied [8]. Therefore we
expect this type of probing to be relevant for optimizing the
properties of SSPDs.
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Fig. 4. (a) Efficiency map for sampleA for Vacc= 20 kV, Ie = 13.3 pA,
and Vpulse = 97% × V 50%

pulse. (b,c) Efficiency along the dashed lines

indicated in (a).

are potentially interesting for applications that impose working
in a low-temperature and low-dissipation environment. Our
goal is the development of such a detector for counting single
Rydberg atoms [13]. We are interested in the measurement
of atomic circular Rydberg states [13], for which electron
detection with the constraints mentioned above is necessary.
To distinguish two circular Rydberg states, an electric field is
applied such that ionization occurs predominantly for one of
the two states [13]; then the electron resulting from ionization
has to be detected. An electron detector for measurement
of Rydberg state which is compatible with preservation of
atomic state coherence has to function at low temperatures
and have low dissipation. For a new class of experiments, in
which Rydberg atoms are produced and manipulated on atom
chips [14], [15], a compact detector, ideally integrated with
the atom chip, would be most suitable.
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